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The approximation of functions by Muntz polynomials Pnl.\) = L;' Il a,.x;', n E:\J,

is studied. Converse theorems are of special interest. Under certain restrictions on

the numbers j.,. Elf{, \. E ~J, 0 ~ jell < i I <. , f., it is shown that a "good" rate of

convergence of the error II f fin II [11.11' as n --> f, implies the existence of a series

1(~)=L,' IlC,.~', :E absolutely convergent in a certain circular region

G c around the branch point zero whose restriction to the real interval [0, I J
coincides with the given function f E C[O, I J. denotes the Riemann surface of

the logarithm.) (I %5 AcademIC Press. In\..:

I, I l"TRODUCTION

Let C[O, I] denote the space of real-valued continuous functions on
[0, 1] endowed with the uniform norm

111 10.11:= max [ll(x)l: XE [0,1] J, IE C[O, I].

Let (i.,) be a given sequence of real numbers, v EN,

o:( i,o < i'l < "', lim 1.,= X.
\' .. _> .f.

Given such a sequence (A,) and a number n EN, let [l,,(A,) denote the
space of Muntz polynomials

[l,,(A,) :={f a,.x": a, E IR}. (I)
\' ()

Considering the problem of the approximation of functions IE C[O, 1] by
Muntz polynomials, the classical Muntz theorem states (cr, [12]) that
[l,.(),,.) is dense in ceO, 1] iff L/ I( 1 . ) = ,x and An = 0,
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The question of how fast for functions f E C[O, 1] the minimal deviation

can decrease to zero if n tends to infinity has been studied by many authors
(cf., e.g., [2, 4, 5, 8, 13 J). In the special case of approximation by usual
polynomials the well-known theorem of Jackson (cf. [6J) ensures that the
order of approximation will increase with the smoothness of the function
being approximated. But the following example shows that such a relation
no longer holds in the general case.

For the approximation of f(x) = x by even polynomials, i.e., )'r = 2v,
\' EN, with a simple transformation we find

Pf/(X, (2v), [0, IJ)=pf/(y!x, (v), [0, IJ), nE N.

But the minimal deviation Pf/(y0:, (v), [0, 1J) in approximating g(x) = y0:
on [0, IJ by usual polynomials is of order lin (cf. G. Meinardus [IIJ).
Thus we have

Pf/(X, (2v), [0, 1J) = 0 C) as n ---+ XJ.

A better rate of convergence for the approximation by Muntz
polynomials from TIf/()") can be expected if we consider the approximation
of functions given by means of a series

J:

f(;:;)= L c r ;:;;',

\'.,----()

Such series will be called Muntz series. Here in general, ;:; is an element of
the Riemann surface of the logarithm denoted by iC log ' The approximation
of such Muntz series by polynomials from TI,zl).,) on [0, I] can be regar
ded as the generalization of the approximation of holomorphic functions
by usual polynomials on a real interval. The latter was treated by Bernstein
[3]. In the following we will prove at least qualitatively for the
approximation by Muntz polynomials statements analogous to the well
known theorems of Bernstein (cf. Meinardus [11, p. 9lf]).
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2. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE MINIMAL DEVIATION

In this section we obtain upper bounds for the minimal deviation
{JI/U: U,), [0, IJ) (ef. (2)) in approximating Muntz series

t'( -) - '\' (' -". ~ - ~ \,-',

I' ()

e,ER (3 )

by Muntz polynomials from fLk) on the interval [0, I]. Again (i-,) is a
sequence of positive real numbers i,., \' EN.

lim )" = x. (4)

We get very general estimates for {JI/(/' (I.,.), [0. I J) by assuming that the
Muntz series (3) is convergent for a :: = R> 1. In this case it follows from
results on Dirichlet series (cf. [15. p. 355 J) that the function f is
holomorphic in the domain K Ii := (::E l"g: 1::1 < R:.

THEOREM I. S'uppose Ihal \j'ilh a sequellce (I,,) salistying (4) Ihe Munl::
series

f(::) = L (,::
, Ii

is convergenl fiJI' a :: = R> I. Theil Irilh Ihe partial sums .1'1/' sl/(x):=
L~: ~ II C,. ,n EN, alld a cOllslanl A 1101 depending on n Ihe fo/!owing
inequalilY holds:

Proof: We define

II EN. (5 )

1/

BI/:= L c,.R":= L h,.,
\' () \' ()

n EN,

i.e., h ,. := c,. W', \' E N. By assumption it follows that IBI/I :( B for all n E N
and with the aid of partial Abel summation (cf. [15 J) we get

\ !l + 1

t, 1 h,(~r
,

I (B, B,

\' /I 1 I

l)(~r

= I B, ((~)' - (~)\" ') - BI/ ('~)\
\' n \ " ./
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for all x, 0 ~ x < R. Thus

P,,(f, ()·v)' [0, lJ)~ Ilf -s"ll[o.'J

max I .f Cv.\J,!
v E [0.1 1 v' ~" t- I

29

and with A := 2B the assertion is proved.
An inequality similar to (5) is obtained more simply by assuming

I'd I ~/.,.~d>O, VE N, for the sequence U,)·

THEOREM 2. Suppose that with a sequence (4) satisf."ving Ic,+ 1- 1,1" ~
d> 0, V EN, the Muntz series

J

f(z) = I C,Z",

,·~O

C" E IR,

(6)

is convergent for a z = R> 1. Then with the partial sums s,,(X) = L::: ~ 0 C ,.x'"
and a constant A the inequality

p,,(f; Uv), [0, 1]) ~ II f - .1',,11 [0.1] ~ AR

holds j(ir all n EN.

Proal Since the M lintz series f is convergent for z = R > 1 there exists a
constant M such that Ic,W'I~M or Ic"I~MR-i, for all VEN. It now
follows that

p,,(f; (),,,), [0, 1]) ~ II f- .1',,11 [0.1] =. max I .f c".\j,!
\'c [0.1] ,,~,,+ I

~ A

~ I Ie v 1 ~ M I R I,

\'=n+ 1 v=n-t-l

xc

~ M R in· 1 I Rin. I i.,

I' = n+ I

x:

~ M R i·n III R "'/
\'"= 0

R d
.

=MRd_1R~J·no'.

Setting A := M( Rd
/( R d

- 1)) leads to (6).
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3. BOUNDS FOR MONTZ POLYNOMIALS

In order to prove the converse of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 we need
estimates for the absolute value Ip,J:-)I, ::E , of a Mi.intz polynomial
p,,(::) = L:~ 0 (I,,::" if only a bound IIp,,:1 [0.11:( I on the interval [0, I] is
given. Such estimates are obtained by considering the following question
asked for the first time by Schwartz in [16].

PROBLEM. How large can the values la~"t k = O( I) n, n E~, of a
polynomial

"
Pn(X)= I a~")X"Enn().,')

\' =0

be at most if II Pnll [0.11:( 1'1
An equivalent formulation is: How large are the values

N(k, n; i,):= max
1'11,-1111(;\)

!'/i L (l

I"l") I
p,,11 [0.1 I

(7)

for k:(n; k,nEN?

With estimates for the values N(k, n; I.,) we easily find upper bounds for
the values Ip,,(::)I, :: E Clog, of Mi.intz polynomials PI/'

LEMMA 1. Suppose that the polynomial P" E n,,().,), n EN,

fI

p,,(x) = I ak

k 0

satisfies II p"ll rOll:( P with a constant P. Then for all :: E Clog

"!p,,(::)I:( P I N(k, n: J.,) 1::1"·
k 0

Proof: Since IIp,,ll[o,II:(P we have by (7)

or

(8 )

k=O(1 In.
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Hence for any:: E' Clog

II n

Ip"(::)I:S; I lakl!::I/':S; P I N(k, n; lJ I,,!i,.

31

In the following we seek to obtain estimates for the values N(k, n; ;.J.
Let p~,kl().,.), k:s; n, denote the minimal deviation in approximating the
function Xi, by polynomials from the space TI,,().,)\span(x i

,),

p;,k)().,) :=min
x,

" I

yi., - "\' .:1 y;, 1'1. i...J V" ..

I' ~ 0 ' [0.11
\' oI=k

(9)

There is an interesting connection between the number N(k, n; ;.J and the
minimum deviation P~»().,.) stated in:

LEMMA 2. Lei P,) he a fixed sequence (4). For all n E' N Ihe numhers
IY(k, n; i,l, p;,k)(),,) (cl (7), (9)) salisji

, 1
N(k. n; I".) =-(k-I-'-'

PI! (I,,)

Proof: For fixed 11 E' N let

/I

Pk(X) = I (/:kIX/'.
\'---,-0

\' -I- k

k=O(1 In.

k =0(1 )n,

(10)

be polynomials which best approximate the functions Xi" i.e., p~k)(),,.) =

;ix/I - Pkl![OIJ' From definition (7) we have

1 ,
~(' :s; N(k. n; I.,.),
p" I".)

k=O(I)n. (11 )

On the other hand for any polynomial q,,(x) = I~ ~ 0 h:"IXi, E TI"P,,,) it
follows that

or

1 jhi"'1---,-:".,---_ >: k
ik)(' )?' II II .p" AI' q" [0.11

f,J.()45 1-3
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Consequently
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must hold. This together with (11) yields (lO).
For the special case of the sequence (A,,) with )." = v, V EN, the numbers

N(k,n;).,) have been given by Bernstein (d. [3, p.28f]):

k . 2k n(n + k - 1)!
N( ,n;).,,)=2 (n-k)!(2k)!'

Schwartz has treated the general case with help of functional-analytical
methods. He determined in many cases the asymptotic behaviour of the
quantity N(k, n; A,,) for fixed kEN, n ---> CD.

With the help of Eq. (10) we now obtain estimates for the numbers
N(k, n; ).,,) much more simply:

LEMMA 3. Let (A,) he a sequence of numhers 0 (; Ao < )'1 < .... Then the
following inequalities hold/or all k, n EN; k (; n:

(12)

resp.

" Av + )'k • r-;---" Av + )'k + 1no I)." - Akl (; N(k, n; ,A.,) (; V 2Ak+ 1 no I),,, _ )'kl . (13 \

\'#k v#k

Proof Forf E C[O, 1] let II f 112 be the L 2-norm,

(

,1 ) 1/2

IlfI12:= I F(x) dx .
"'0

With arbitrary coefficients a" E IR we estimate

II Xl, - f a"xl,·11 '-S 'III xl, - f a"xA'11
1

.

. " ~ 0 . 2 I v 0 [0.11
\, #- k \' 01=- k

Choosing numbers a, such that

p;,k)(}.,) = III X", - f a,xl , II
,. ~ 0 I. [0,1]
I'#-k
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the left side of (12) follows immediately by using the identity (d. [1., p. 21])

(14 )

valid for i,v> -~. In order to get the upper bound for p~kVv) (ef. [5]),
with an arbitrary fixed (X> 0 we put #v= (XA,., v= 0(1 ) n.

Let us first assume Ao > O. Then with any numbers hv EO IR the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality yields

I
x ll,+L2- ±h

v
X I1 ,+I'/21

\'~()

I'Fk

~ (/h +DJ~ (f (tllk 1/2 - v~o (',,tIl,

\' -F k

II

L ('v til,
\,=0
v#k

for x E [0, I], where we set

1/2) dt I

)

2 ) 1/21;2 dt (15)

v= 0(1) n, v # k.

Minimizing the right side of (15) by an appropriate choice of numbers cv'

i.e., h,., v=O(1)n, v#k, we see from (14) that

(k) ( I) I nil I/J v - Ihl
Pll (fJvl ~ IJ k +) ~ # #.- v 2# k ,~o v + k

v#k

Since 13,. = (X/v we have with any numbers av

11

11 'I 1/

11

, IIL a Xii,. = L a X'"
v~O ,. I [0.11 v~o '" I [O.lJ

and therefore p~:)(fJv) = p~,kl(),,). Setting (X = 1/2Ak we find

(kl() l~ TIll li'v-i'kl
PII 'v "" 1 .'

v=o /'v+Ak
v#k

(16 )

(17 )

If i,o = 0 we begin the summation in (IS) only with v = 1 and the above
estimates remain valid for kEN, 0 < k ~ n. If Ao= 0 and k = 0, using
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x)" = 0, V = 1(l ) n, for x = 0 we get p~o)()_v) = 1, n E N, and (12) is proved.
Relation (10) together with (12) leads to (13).

Remark 1. Equality (10) stays true if we consider the problem in the
norms

Ilfll p =(( If(X)IPdx)liP f E qo, 1],

1 :( p < 00. Here we are interested in the numbers

with polynomials Pn(.x)=L%~oa~l)x/k from TI,,(A,) (cf. (I)). Estimates
analogous to those in the proof of Lemma 3 provide inequalities similar to
(12) and (13).

For later purposes we need:

LEMMA 4. Suppose that the numbers A" v EN, of the sequence (A,)
satisfy

VE N. (18 )

with constants d, D. Then for all k, n EN, k:( n, we have

(D)" nlk
N(k, n; ),,):( D(2n + 1)1 d (k! )2

( D )":( D(2n + I)' d e2

where I is the smallest natural number I?:- (1 + 2Ao )/D.

(19 )

Proof Let I be the smallest number lEN with I?:- (I + ;'(2)/D; then by
(18) we find )",:(VD+Ao, vEN, I),,-I.kl?:-dlv-kl, k,vEN, and con
sequently

;'v + Ak + 1 D( v + k) + 1+ 2)'0 v + k + (1 + 2)'0)/D D
--"-=-- :( = -

I).,,-A.kl dlv-kl Iv-kl d

Dv+k+1
:(- .

d Iv-kl
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With (13) it now follows that

~~D(2k+l) fI D(v+k+/)
2Ak +l ,~O dlv-kl

,¥Ok

~ (E)" n::=o v+k+/
",D d k!(n-k)!'

This using

35

(n + k + l) . .. (k + l)

k! (n-k)!

yields

(n+k+l)'" (n+k)(n+k-l)'" (n-k+ 1)

(k! )2(k + 1) ... (k + /- 1)

(D)" Ok
N(k,n;).,)~D(2n+/)' d (~~)2'

Observing

n2k n2
"

--~-

(k!)2'" (n!)2

for k ~ n we obtain with help of the Stirling inequality, n! > (n/er~,
the bound

n2k n 2f1 e2f1

4n (k! )2 ~ 4n (n!f ~ 4n 2nn ~ (e
2
l", k ~ n,

and the assertion is completely established.
The following lemma provides an estimate for N(k, n; )'v) (cf. (7))1 under

the special assumption

v
lim -;- = 0
v-x A"

(20)

on the sequence (A,). The approximation by Muntz polynomials with
powers Xi, where the numbers A" vEN, satisfy (20) is considered in the
next section.
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LEMMA 5. Suppose that the sequence U..} satisfies

(21 )
VE N.

Then for any c > 0 there exists a constant A = A (E) such that f()r all k, n EN;
k :'( n,

(22)

Proof We proceed by use of a method which was applied by Levinson
(cf. [10J) to determine the growth of certain entire functions. For fixed
kEN, k:'( n, we split the product

rl i.,.+ i. , ,+ I
,~() 1/.,,-1,,1
I'r k

into two parts, n, n,
1

n:= 1/

n
\' = ()

\,*k
I'~, (3:2 j;.j.

i., + i" + 1
I)" -)" I (23)

n:= n
\' = 0

/.\ > (3,'2 );-1,

(24)

Let M k denote the number of powers A,"# i.k , V EN, with i. v :'( ~i", Then
M k has the property:

For any fixed <5 > 0 there exists a k " E N such that

for all k ?k". (25 )

Since supposing to the contrary that there exists a sequence of natural
numbers kin J1 EN, with lim,! _ f k

i
! = c£ and

M
"

,
-.-?c>O
I~kli

for all k i!

we obtain by A[ei, ) :'( i. M , :'( ~Ak" that for all sufficiently large k i'

" "
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in contradiction to lim,~xJv/}",)=O. ([x] denotes the largest natural
number k, k~x.) Now, for ;"k~ 1 by ;"~~}'k and I}.,-Akl ~dlv-kl (cf.
(21)) we get

(26 )

The Stirling inequality n!>(n/e)", nEN, and the estimate Illv-kl~

([~(Mk-I)]!)2 give

1 e2 [(1/2)(,"lk 1IJ

~ -Iv-~-k-'I ~ -[-(1-/2-)-(-M-k-~-I )-]--"'[";7(1=/2'-;-)("':-;"1,-.-:17;)1'---':2

Observing

and

. M~ ( 2 )M'hm- 1+---
k ~ x eM, M k - 2

we deduce for k sufficiently large

=0 for any e> 1

1 e2M,

~ Iv-kl ~ M';""

Together (26) and (27) lead to

Using inequality x log(l/x) ~ fi for x> 0 we have by (25) that

M kI )·k ff:k ;,.- og-~ -~v'u
Ak M k Ak

(27)

(28 )
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In view of (28), for given £/2 = v/6 + () log((4jd) ( 2
) there exists a k, such

that for k~k" k:(:n,

n:(:e
l
/

21
'"

1

(29)

is valid. If k :(: k, then the numbers M k are bounded by a constant M = M k,

and since

for ik~ 1 we find for sufficiently large nE N in this case inequality (29) as
well. Thus we have shown that

n:(: Be(/21/,

!

(30)

for all 0:(: k:(: n, 11 EN, with a constant B = B(D).

A similar bound for the other product TI2 (cf. (24)) is obtained much
more simply. By)" > ~;'k or V" > )'k follows 1. ,.- )'k > V'I. and )" + )'k + 1:(:
21-, for ).\ ~ 3. Hence

(
, (11 log 6 log(3;,,,)))·

:(:exp It" -.-+. .
)WfI )Wl/

Since by (21) it follows that lim" ~ f ((n log 6)/1.,,) = 0, for any E/2 > °we
can find an 11, EN such that

~2i'k + I n:(: e(I/21/"
,
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holds for n? n,. This together with (30) yields inequality
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for all k, n EN, k:( n, with a constant A = A(B). In view of (13) the lemma
is completely established.

4. CONVERSE THEOREMS

The estimates for the growth of M i.intz polynomials gIven In the
preceding section lead to the following converse theorem.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that the seCfuence (i. , ) (if (4)) satisfies 0 < d:(
i.,"t 1- i. ,":( D < x, I' E 1'\, and thatj{!r/E C[O, I] the hound (e( (2))

P"U (i. , ), [O,I]):(A'1\ n EN,

holds )rith constants A and 1\, 1\ > (( Did) ( 2
) Id. Then there exists a function 1

possessing in k R := [::- E Clog: 1::-1 < R) Hith R := 1\/( (Did) ( 2
) )id an ahsolutely

convergent 1l1iint::- representation

\' ()

)rhose restriction to the real interval [0, I] coincides with the given
fimction f

Proot: By assumption there exist polynomials cf" E O I1 U,) with

Ilf-Cfnll rol l :(A'1\ ;"", nE N.

Setting Po := Cfo' p" := cf" - cf" I' n? I, the representation

f(X)=Cfo(X)+ I (Cf"(X)-cf,, I(X))= I p,,(x)
" 1 11--0

is uniformly convergent on [0, I]. Moreover we have

Ip,,(x)l:( ICfI1(X)-f(x)1 + If(x)-Cf" dx)1

:( 2A1\ I" n EN, x E [0, 1].
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Hence for the polynomials PIl(X) = LZ D al"lx" E nll(;~') we get by Lemmas
I and 4

n /I

Ipll(:)I:« L Ian 1:1 /':« IIp,,11 rD.]] L N(k, n; it) 1:1"
k ~ D k ()

II (D )":« 2AI{ i" L D(2n + I)' - e2 1:1"
k~() d

((D/d)e 2
)'" " {I

:«2AD(n+I)(2n+1)1 I I{I" . 1:1'"

for all : E Clog' Observing the relation

lim (2n + I)'" ] (.p _1:)" = 0
II ~ f P

for 1:1:« I

for 1:1 ~ 1

for p > I: > 0 it follows with any fixed p, I: > 0, I < p - I: < P < I{I( (Did) ( 2
) hi

in view of

I Ip,,(:)I:« 2AD i:: (2n + 1)1 I ] (_p C:)i" (p _((_D_Id_)_e
2
_)I_UI)""

"00 D II D • P I{

for 1:1 :« P - I: that the series

f I II

1(:) = L PIl(:) = I I a~'l:"
/I "'- () ,,-- 0 k 0

(31 )

is uniformly convergent in the region Kp ,= {: E Clog: 1:1:« P -I:}. The
expansion (31) of 1 as an absolutely convergent double sum allows a
change of summation (cf. [7]) which leads to a Muntz representation

1(:) = f (f a~ll) ::,.,
k-=() !I ()

absolutely convergent in K ii i' The assertion of the theorem now follows
by considering the limit P - I: --> I{I( (Did) ( 2

) I".

Remark 2. The previous theorem does not provide the exact converse
of Theorem 2. One reason is that the bounds in Theorem 2 obtained with
help of the partial sums are not optimal in generaL But taking account of
the knowledge of the given sequence UJ we can sharpen the estimates in
Section 3 leading to the converse Theorem 3 (cf. (19)) and the bound in
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Theorem 2 for the approximation of Muntz series fIx) = :L:~o c,.x" could
be improved by evaluating the right side of the inequality

f.

pJl (I,,), [0, 1]) ~ I Ic/,I PII(x'a, U,), [0, 1]).
II II +- I

For a certain class of sequences U,) (cf. (4)) our method yields the exact
converse of Theorem 3, namely, if

v
lim -;- = 0,

\'---;' f I. \
I'EN.

THEOREM 4. Suppose that the seljuence (I.,) satisfies

I'

lim -;- = °
I' -+ f i"l

and

If/c)r a jill1ction f E C[O, 1] the hound

PJl k), [0, 1] )~ B· R

I'E N.

n EN,

(32)

holds ll'ith constants Band R> 1, then t!l('/"e exists a jill1ction.1 possessing in
Kii := :: E Clog: 1:1 < R: an ahsolutell' convergent Miint: representation

f

.1(::) = I c,.:/'
\' tI

1I'IIOSe restriction to t!le real int('/"l'(II [0, 1] coincides with t!le gwen
jimction f

Proof The proof parallels the proof of Theorem 3. For the Muntz
polynomials PII E TIIIU,,), n EN, of the expansion

f.

fIx) = I PII(X)
f/-=()

we again have !lplIl! [0.11 ~ 2BR 'a. By Lemmas 1 and 5 it follows that for
any fixed I: > 0

II
IplI(::)1 ~ I N(k, n; i,) 1::1"

k~O

for 1:1 ~ 1
for I::I? 1
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is valid for all : E iC log' Let us choose p, /: > °such that, p > I, 1 < pe' < R.
From inequality

I IplI(:)I:s;A(E)2B I (IJ+I)(e~)r"
nUll 0 .

for 1:1:s; p

we deduce immediately the uniform convergence of the series

1(:)= I PII(:)= I f aj"l:"= I (OI a~'I)
1/ () fl 0 k...,.,,(j k t) t/=() I

(33)

in the domain KI' = [: E iClOg: 1:1 :s; p]. Again the change of summation on
the right side of (33) is allowed. Letting E -+ °and p -+ R under the restric
tion pe' < R yields the assertion of the theorem.

Suppose that with a sequence satisfying (32) we are given a seriesj(:) =
2::,~ () c,:;', c,. E 1R1, convergent for a : = R> 1 but divergent for any: with
1:1 > R. Then Theorem 2 assures with the partial sums SII(X) = 2::;I () (',x" a
rate of convergence

II f - S II :S; AR I" I, nE N.

But by Theorem 4 even with the best approximations PII E TIn( i.,), no
bound

IJE N.

is possible with a constant K> R. This means that for such Muntz series
the approximation by partial sums essentially provides an optimal rate of
convergence.

Remark 3. We note that the condition lim,..~ , (vi i.,) = °in Theorem 4
is different from condition 2::/ I ( I ) <x. which is characteristic for the
density of Muntz polynomials in C[O, I]. The sequence (i.,) with i., =

v log( v+ I), vEN, presents an example of a sequence satisfying
lim""/(v/i.,)=O but 2::/ 1(1 )= f. (cf. [7J).

Remark 4. The statements of Theorems 2 and 4 can be seen in connec
tion with the following generalization of the Fabry gap theorem (cf. [14]):

With a sequence U,) satisfying lim'_f(vli.,)=O, i·'+I- i.,:?d>O,
vEN, let a seriesf(:)=2::,~~tlC,:;' be given. Then eitherfis convergent on
the whole surface iC log or the series possesses a bounded "circle" {: E Clog:

1:1 = R} of convergence and a holomorphic continuation outside this "cir
cle" does not exist.
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5. THE ApPROXIMATION OF AN ENTIRE MUNTZ SERIES
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In this section we consider the approximation of functions f allowing a
representation

f

f(z)= I
\' -c- 0

C
,.../.\

\' ..., ~
c,. E IR,

convergent on the whole surface Clog' We will call such functions an entire
M iintz series, and give the following definitions:

(a) An entire M iintz series is said to be of finite order if there exists a
(J, 0 ~ (J < YJ, such that with constants A, h

for all z E Clog' (34)

(b) The number (J(n.

(J(n := inf{ (J: (J satisfies (34)] (35 )

is called the order (of growth) of the function f
We generalize the following two theorems concerning the approximation

of usual entire functions by usual polynomials. These theorems have been
proved by Varga [17J (cf. also Bernstein [3, p. 37J).

THEOREM 5. Let f he an entire fimction ofjinite order (J which is real j(H
real values. Then for any I: > 0 there exists a constant A = A (t:), such that

p,,(f, (v), [0, IJ)~A'n 11(<1"+'1, nE N. (36)

THEOREM 6. Let f E C[O, IJ he given. Suppose for any f. > °there exists
a constant A =A(t:) such that with a (J, O~(J< x, (36) holds. Then there
exists an entire function 1ol order (Jc!) ~ (J, which coincides for real values
x E [0, I J with the given function f

The next lemma describes the connection between the order of an entire
Muntz series f(z) = L:~() a,.zi, and the asymptotic behaviour of the coef
ficients a,., if v ---> YJ. It generalizes a well-known result for usual entire
functions (cf. Levin [9J).

LEMMA 6. Let (I.,) he a sequence (4) ol positive numhers I." satislying

)~\'
--;?d>O,
log v

(37)
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Suppose f is an entire Muntz series

,
f(::) = I a,.::"

\' ()

offinite order. Then for the order at/) of the jilflction f relation

-1'- ),,. log ),,.. f'
1m = 0-( )

, >' log( 1/la,.I) .

holds.

Proot: Let 0- be the number

lim ;.,.logi, =0-.

,~ , log( 1 )

(38 )

(39)

Then for any 1:>0 there exists a \',E'N such that for alll'~I'" I'E'N, we
have

;.\.log ;.\
----~o-+I:

log( 1/Ia,.l)
or

1 .
_>/'.1"10+ I

la,.1 ~ "

Consequently with a constant i' = y(I;) for all I' EN

holds. Hence with any:: = rei", E' Clog the estimate

f _ f 1'1.

If(::)1 ~ I la,.1 r'~'/' I -;'-'---,-I~-'-I:I
\' () \' 0 '\

is valid. Now we determine the order of the series

j rl .,

L ; ~jJ.
\ (J"\

with a number 'l., 0 <'l. < x. We set

where c, 0 < c <x, satisfies

f I
I ~<X.

\' 0 e"l

(40)

(41 )

(42)

(43)
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([x], X E 1R1, denotes the largest natural number k, k ~ x.) Such a number c
exists. Indeed, from relation a10g

v = v10g
"; v, a> 0; it follows that the series

I\~ ,(1/a]OgV) is convergent for a>e. Thus with c:= (2e)1/d we find by (37)
(1/c V' ~ (1/2e )Iog v and the series (43) is shown to be convergent. Moreover
we note

(44)

by (42). Now we write for the series (41)

(45)

By (44) we have for ;.v > R + 1

~.' ( r )i'. (~);"
~ ~.

A~" (R+l)' c

Thus using (43) it follows that

r;'I'

lim L -.-. =0.
R ---~f_ ' I~ ):/.\

I,\,> R+ I \"

Furthermore we obtain for r? 1

J. 1
~e(R.j 1)logr " _','
-......::: L )C1.A\

\' =0 "\'

(46)

(47)

By (37) A~A, ? (d log V )~i, and for v ENlarge enough (d log v )~;, > c;'. Hence
in view of (43) we have shown the convergence

1; I
L -.~B.J: Ct.1.\

\'=0 "\'

This together with (44) yields the inequality
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For any c > 0 relation r 1ix log r + log r ~ r l
>+ , holds for large r > O. Thus

to any c > 0 there exists a constant h = h( e), such that

elixrlx log r + log r ~ hrl'l + '. r > O.

Applying (46) we conclude from (45) that

f ,J\

I . A
hrl111

-.-~ e ,
It ~/~1

\ (l \

r>O.

with a constant A =A(I:). Setting I!cx=IT+e it follows from (41) and (40)

:: E iC log ,

where F, > 0 is arbitrary. Remembering (39) we have established inequality

(48 )

for the order IT(f) of the M iintz series f
Now suppose for any 1:>0 there exist numbers A=A(f:), h=h(c),

A, h > 0, such that with a IT, 0 ~ IT <X., relation

holds for all :: E iC log ' From Hadamard's formula,

1 d

(/, = . lim - I .d(s) e'" dr,
I'f 2T. I

v E N, valid for the Dirichlet series

re s > ITo.

(49)

,
d(s) = I (/,.e

\,-0

s = IT + ir E

which are absolutely convergent for re s ~ ITo (cf. [15]) it follows with the
transformation:: =e', :: E iC log , for the M iintz series

,
f(::) = L: (/,.::'

l' (J

absolutely convergent in K R = {::EiC log : [::1 ~R:, R>O, ::=re''I', that

(50)

1 " I

(/" = lim 21'I, f(z):: ;., dip,
T-~ -

0< I::j <R. (51 )
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Moreover an analogous result for Dirichlet series (cr. [15]) leads to
inequality

- log v
0:0:; log r,-Iog 1',,:0:; lim -,-

v-x' A,v
(52)

for the radius rc of convergence and the radius ra of absolute convergence
of the series (50). By (37), lejlog v:? d> 0, V EN, we get 0:0:; log 1',

log ra:O:; lid <x and consequently the entire Muntz series (50) is absolutely
convergent on the whole surface Clog' Using (49) and (51) we find for all
vEN; 1'>0,1;:;1 =1';

I
l' r . I ehr

" ~
la,.j = .lim -, f(;:;);:;" dcp :0:; A--:z-.

1-,2T' T I
(53)

Now the function (pv(r) = e'''"' , I' > 0, takes its absolute minimum at I' =
(J.jh(IT+I:))l/(HI). This can be seen from

Thus by (53)

or

and

1 1 Av • I blog -:? log - +-- (Iog..t v - og(e (0' + 1:))).
lavl A IT + I;

Hence we can deduce that for any c: > 0 inequality

I I". ,
log -I-I :? --2 log )"

a, IT + C

(,411 4' 1-4
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)" log ).,
lJ + 2r- ?:---

log( I/la,l)

holds if v is chosen sufficiently large. Consequently

-1'- )., log ).,
(J?: 1m :---=-.,..,.

,,~X) log( I/la"l)

and in view of (48) the assertion of the lemma is established. An upper
bound for the minimal deviation in approximating an entire Miintz series
of finite order by Miintz polynomials is given in:

THEOREM 7. Let Uvl be a sequence (4) satisfying

)"
-I-, ?: d> 0, v ?: 2.
og v

Suppose the entire Muntz series

f

f(z)= L
)'=()

c, E 1R1,

is of order lJ(f) = (J, 0,,:; lJ < CD. Then for any I: > 0 there exists a constant
A = A(r-), such that

pnC/; ().J, [0, I]) ~ II f - s,,11 [0.11 ~ A . ).,~;n!((f + I)

holds with the partial sums s,Jx) = L:::~() c,X" for all n EN.

Proof Since

-1'- )., log ).,
1m = (J

"~f.log(lllc,1)

by Lemma 6 we have for arbitrary fixed c; > 0

or

if v is large enough. Hence there exists a i = Y(I:) > 0, such that
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Thus we get with the partial sums s, of the seriesj”

(54)

In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6 we can show the existence of a
constant c, 0 < c < 03,  satisfying

/,i(n+i.)
<XI.

Consequently the numbers

i, ’ i c7 + i: )

are bounded,

By Abel’s method of summation by parts we find using (55)

i,. ,n+,,
= (R-B,.  ,I
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Taking account of the fact that for any I: > °and fixed c > °

holds if n E N is large enough it follows by (54) that

for all n E N with a constant A = A(i:).

Under stronger hypotheses on the sequence (i,) we obtain the converse
in:

THEOREM 8. Suppose that the sequence (i. v ) satisfies 0 < d:'( i., , I - i., :'(
D < x, V EN. Let f E C[O, 1] he given. Suppose f(JI' any I' > 0 there exists a
constant A = A(I:) such that Il'ith a (J, 0:'( (J < y~, we have

1/ EN.

Then there exists an entire Munt:: series l
,

1(::)= I c,::'.
l' ()

of order (Jc!), 0:'( (J(ll:'( (J, ahsolutely convergent on the a"!lOle sur/ace ([IO~

which coil/cides j(Jr real x E [0, 1] Ivith the given fUl/ction f

Proof We use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 3. We
consider the expansion

l(x) = I PII(X)
n--,-,O

uniformly convergent for x E [0, 1] with polynomials PII E nllk), Pl/(x) =
L;: ~ 0 a~,lllx;', satisfying

( (
1 ) '·n (er 1 " ( 1 ) "n

II Pllil [01]:'( A -;- + -.-
I_II I· n 1

1 (er 1 ")

!

(

1 )!.n I· (er t ,j

:'(2A -.-
l·fI 1/

I/? 1.
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By Lemmas 1 and 4 it follows for all .: E Clog, 11?;; 1, with 1:=
[(1 +2).o)ID+ IJ that

(
1 )/' ,(<>+" " (D )"[p,,(:)[:(2A -,- ' L (2n+I)ID _(,2 1:[/,.

),,, I ,. () d

Thus setting k:= ((Did) ('")1,<1 the bound

( 1 )'"]p,,(:)] :( 2AD(2/1 + 1)1 t I r'''k l" _._
\1- 11 I

n~ 1, (56)

is valid for 1.::-1 :( r, r?;; 1. Furthermore we get for any fixed t: > 0

.( 1)'" ,(" Id (I )/".(,,+2,)
(2n + /)1+ I k'n _._ :( -;-

Ion I An
(57)

if /1 E N is large enough. Together (56) and (57) ensure the existence of a
constant £=£(1';) such that

(58 )

for all 1:[:( r, r> O. Setting

nE N,

it follows from Lemma 6 that the sum on the right side of (58) is of order

-1'- ;,,, log ;,,,
1m = (J + 21:,

/I ~ f log( l/la/1[)

where t: > 0 is arbitrary. Applying a change of summation

we have shown 1 to be a Muntz series of order (J(/), 0:( (JU'):( cr,
absolutely convergent on the whole surface Clog'

Remark 5. Remembering the fact mentioned in Remark I that formulas
ti:lalogous to (8) and (13) hold for the problem in the Lp-norm, 1 :( P < 00,

simple modifications in the proofs of the preceding theorems show that
statements analogous to all theorems in Section 4 and 5 are valid in the
Lp-norms, I :( P <x.
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Furthermore, simple transformation arguments lead to analogous results
for the problem of the approximation of functions by Muntz polynomials
in the interval [0, h] for h > 0.

6. THE ApPROXIMATION OF DIRICHLET SERIES

BY DIRICHLET POLYNOMIALS

With the aid of the transformation

x=c (J resp. (J= -Iogx

we obtain one to one correspondence between functions f(x) E C[O, I] and
functions F( (J) E C[O,x] by setting

Moreover

resp. F( -log x) =f(x).

With

z=e

Ii f(x)ll,o.ll = IIF((J)II [0.0.]·

.I' = (J + iT E C,

(59)

by

.I' = -log 1.::1 - itp,

f(e')=F(.I'), F( -log.::) =f(;:.) (60)

to any function f(;:.) which is holomorphic in a domain G E ClOg we have
assigned a function F(s) which is holomorphic in the corresponding
domain of the C plane and vice versa. For instance, the functions

f(;:.) =;:.1, F(s) = e I', ). E iC,

are corresponding under the transformation (60). Hence, all assertions in
the preceding sections concerning the approximation of Muntz series

f(;:.) = I (",.;:.1,

\,-,,--0

by Muntz polynomials from TInU,) on [0, 1] can be modified into
corresponding statements concerning the approximation of Dirichlet series

d(s) = I (",.c I,'
\- '-- ()
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by Dirichlet polynomials from L1 ,,(A,),

53

on the interval [0, Cf)]. Hereby we have only to take into consideration
that under the transformation s = -log z the domain K R C !ClOg, R > 0,
K R= {ZE!C 1og : Izi :(R}, corresponds to the region HRc!C,

H R = {s = a + iT E iC: a?; -log R}.

Similarly assertions analogous to those of Section 3 are valid for Dirichlet
polynomials

"
d'l(a) = I a~'lle ',rr

,~O

Defining

k :(n; k, nE N,

it follows by (59) that IIp,,ll [011 = Ild'lll [OJl with P'l(x) = L~I~O a~l1)x;' and
consequently (cf. (7))

N(k, n; I.,) = N(k, n; i,).
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